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Johnny MacDonald, Baddeck: I was born at North River but my wife was born in the
quarry. I found her there. I was only 15 years old when I started out there • I used
to drive a horse and cart. I worked from pretty well when they started. I left before
they quit and when I came back they only worked vyhat they called the tunnel.
They made a drive from under? ground way down the hill. When they got to the
face of the plaster they were going to open it up. And they'd be about 100 feet
deeper. But they never got to. The company got broke. All the houses and
everything were taken away. And a lot of the buildings were burnt. And they sold
the rails and every? thing that was any good. There was a Chisholm fellow from up
the province took the railroad up • rails and everything. But we stayed out at the
quarry after? ward • the Oxford people started up in the lumber woods • but there
was very little going on in the quarry. Sarah MacDonald: We were married in the
quarry. I remember the first work they did there. They had to uncover it all. There
was no plaster there that you could see till they started working there. #??1   '' It
was quite a nice place. No electric lights or anything like that. But quite a croivd
there. All little houses. We had a house and a little farm, not a very big farm. My
father left-after my mother died but we stayed on. (Did you find it lonesome after
the quarry stopped?) In? deed I did. Lonesome is right. You couldn't see anything
but the sky above you from where we were. It was mountains up every side. The
quarry was a little piece away from us • we weren't right there. It was a nice place
while the quarry was going. Lots of people. They'd be visiting. Then one day there
was no one there • just three families. All the people that was there that came there
all left there but those three families that was always there anyhow • they were
Mac- Lennans and Morrisons and MacDonalds. Everything closed down. He used to
go working away to the lumberwoods. (What made you finally leave?) Aw, well, we
left. Everybody left so we left. It's 31 years since we left down there. I was there
once or twice to see the place. The last time I was there there was a lot of change.
There was hardly anything but woods and trees. I wouldn't like to live there
anymore, I guess. But I would like to see it for all that. Sarah and Johnny MacDonald
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